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Globe Trotting with Mitchell Rose
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From Papua New Guinea, to Taipei, Moscow to Los Angeles, and South Africa to Antartica, award
winning dance filmmaker Mitchell Rose crowd sourced, in the truest sense of the words, a lovely
film called Globe Trot that truly celebrates humanity through dance. Rose wanted to challenge
himself in areas of interest to him, and what he took on is no small feat. First, he wanted to make a
film using a technique that he calls “hyper match-cutting” which he explains as one “where every
adjacent edit is perfectly aligned in position and continuity”. Next, fascinated by the concept of
being able to engage many people in doing complicated things if you took the time to teach and
work with them, he wanted to make a film using “instructional collaboration”, with fractured but
continuous choreography, shot by a multitude of remote filmmakers—54 to be exact. Finally,
fascinated by seeing non-dancers moving, he used a varied non-professional cast composed of all
sizes, shapes, ethnicities, cultures and ages to create a homogeneous piece of choreography and a
very singular short film.

A Globe Trotter on a distant railroad track

Reaching out to dozens of directors and choreographers, dance organizations, and dance film
festivals, Rose spent months finding willing filmmakers and subjects in twenty three countries on
all seven continents to work just for the love of it. He enrolled renowned choreographer Bebe
Miller, his colleague at Ohio State University where he teaches, to create an accessible,
“everyman” piece of choreography, and every filmmaker was assigned four counts from a
wonderful score by William Goodrum. Rose created an instruction manual to clarify specifics such
as distance from the subject, framing, and where the subject should be in the frame, etc., and all
those details are followed through beautifully.

This past weekend, Globe Trot was screened at Dance Camera West, followed by Mitchell Rose
doing a presentation about his process, and it brought the house down. I love the accessibility of
the film, and am completely blown away by the patience and planning he used in his process, and
some of the locations are wonderful—like a field filled with sculptures of gigantic ears of corn that
a man dances amongst. Mitchell has made twenty-five dance films, mostly with professional
dancers such as his frequent collaborators Jamey Hampton and Ashley Rowland, but by his own
admission, after doing films ranging from dramatic to funny, he wanted a film that was joyous.

“This technique of Hyper-Matchcutting has the effect of creating equalization. When a new image
takes the place of an old image, with the same continuity of action, it says, ‘These things are
equal’. And that’s what I hope the message of Globe Trot is—that people, all over the world, are
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equal.”

Enjoy.
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